BHOR

14th August, 2013

After the successful publication of the 1st issue of bilingual cultural magazine titled “BHOR”, Amity Law School, Delhi is inviting entries such as poems, short stories, jokes, anecdotes etc. as well as display of skills in photographs, caricatures, cartoons, paintings, etc. both from faculty and students for publication in the 2nd issue of the magazine. Entries for the same have to reach the desk by 31st August, 2013 at literarydesk.alsd@gmail.com.

Entries must be original and unpublished.

Kindly also send the details of your cultural or literary achievements of the last year, if any.

Faculty Co-ordinator: Dr. Mona Sharma

Student Editors: Contact details

Mr. Aditya Bhushan Mishra - 8285423009
Mr. Prashant Kumar - 9958591299
Mr. Vikas Kumar - 8010617432

(DIRECTOR)